What Now?
by Earl P. Holt III

In the wake of a stolen Presidential Election with no available remedies
from the cowardly and corrupt officials in positions of authority to
actually DO something, what should decent and honest Americans do
who wish to preserve the vision of the Framers for generations to come?
Some among us will throw up their hands and quit, as if a stolen election
justified their doing so. Fraudulent elections based on systemic voter
fraud gave them the excuse they've always wanted, even though their
past efforts were usually marginal, anyway. (It's almost always those who
do the least that complain the most.)
Nobody ever guaranteed us that preserving the U.S. Constitution would
be easy and automatic. We should have learned that lesson from the
Cold War: Preserving America's Constitutional and Cultural Heritage
requires constant effort and vigilance, and a great deal more
participation than we've given the task in the past. Simply put, the
enemies of freedom never sleep.
While we bemoan our predicament, we should bear in mind that
Washington's Army at Valley Forge was literally starving and freezing
during the Winter of 1777; And, for 13 days, 189 volunteers at the
Alamo held off an invading Mexican Army that outnumbered them 15
to one; Moreover, in December of 1944, 20 year-old kids were
struggling to keep from freezing to death while fighting for their lives
against 26 Panzer and Tiger Tank Divisions at Bastogne, Belgium.
The answer to the question "what now?" is not to quit or refuse to
participate in the electoral process, it is to RE-DOUBLE OUR EFFORTS.
Many of us give thought to electoral politics for one day every two or

four years, and some don't vote at all. What is needed is greater
participation in state and local elections by the 75 million Americans who
voted for Donald Trump, to ensure that there can never be a repeat of
the 2020 stolen election.
Our immediate goal should be two-fold: First, the removal of all corrupt
"Democrat" office-holders who worked treasonously and tirelessly to
subvert their state's election laws immediately prior to the November
3rd election. Targeting the Governors and Secretaries of State in
Pennsylvania and Michigan should be among the very highest priority.
An additional goal should be removing cowardly Republican
"deadwood" found at all levels of elected officialdom. This would
include the hapless Governor and Secretary of State in Georgia, as well
as the Secretary of State in Arizona. There are a great many other worthy
candidates for removal. The priority should be to fund and support
PRIMARY OPPONENTS of these marginal "Republican" incumbents
who betrayed us like Judas betrayed Jesus Christ.
We must also provide a greater presence at the polls during elections
to prevent the kind of fraud in which "Democrats" routinely engage,
especially BLACK "Democrats" found in "blue" cities. This means
volunteering to serve as Republican Election Judges, Republican
Election Supervisors and Election Observers. It also means having a legal
team standing by, and recruiting off-duty cops as Observers.
When Republicans don't volunteer to work as election officials, those
positions are routinely staffed with black "Democrats" by county election
officials. This is particularly true of wards and precincts located in "Indian
Territory," where whites are often afraid to venture. However, THAT'S
WHERE MOST VOTER FRAUD OCCURS, and these are the places most
desperately in need of honest election officials and observers. There is

no real alternative for curtailing the massive voter fraud that occurs in
these places.
Moreover, we must resolve NEVER to vote for another Jew for public
office, unless that candidate has a long and demonstrable record of
conservatism and loyalty to the Republican Party. Pennsylvania's
Governor, Attorney General and Secretary of State are all Jewish
"Democrats," which is why there was so much systemic voter fraud in
that state. Doubtless, the three ran for office in anticipation of being in
positions to assist in the theft of the November 3rd Election.
Finally, honest and decent citizens of every state must work relentlessly
to reform the election laws in their states. This means a Photo I.D.
requirement for EVERY voter at every election. It also means outlawing
"bulk mail" ballots and prohibiting the counting of late ballots.
We must work to remove all vestiges of Dominion Voting Systems, and
replace their crooked devices with stand-alone devices that do nothing
but read, tabulate and store numbered paper ballots without any
internet connection. Encourage your state to sue the crooked bastards
at Dominion Voting Services to recover all that "up-front" money they
received for stealing and prolonging the 2020 Presidential Election, and
placing a senile, pathological liar and organized crime figure in the White
House.

